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Andrew is the Principal of LIFE TIME WISE, a unique consulting practice specialising in dealing with the 

issues surrounding work, time, leisure and their influence on individuals, work places and society. Andrew 
has worked with hundreds of individuals helping them manage the transition to either retirement or 
redundancy. Andrew also works with the business to mitigate the impacts of an ageing workforce on 
productivity and morale.
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For many of us, paid work is a powerful force on our lives, providing 
mental stimulation, elevated self-esteem and financial reward for effort. 
For some, it shapes the way we view ourselves - we identify strongly with 
our paid work.

But what happens when we leave paid work behind, have it taken away, or 
it begins to overwhelm us? 

Many become highly stressed when paid work dominates identity; they 
can feel lost when the structure of work is gone if they have retired or 
were forced to leave through severance.

Problems frequently arise for individuals at these times because from a 
very young age, we are groomed for paid work. The flip side is leisure, for 
which we are often unprepared, and often conditioned to regard with 

negativity.

A balanced life and healthier approach comprises desirable obligations 
such as paid work, unpaid work, relationship work and leisure. The 

underpinning philosophy of the LIFE TIME WISE practice is The Art of 
Serious Leisure. 

Fulfilling, guilt-free leisure brings pleasure and balance to busy, paid 
working lives while improving employee productivity and morale. Serious 
leisure brings purpose, meaning and social connection for those who have 
retired or been made redundant. 

The Art of Serious Leisure comprises four main programs and services.
Please see details, over.



Many thanks for the workshop 
Andrew.  Even though I had 
already done a considerable 
amount of retirement prepara-
tion and planning, I gained so 
much from your workshop and 
had several “Aha!” moments 
during the day. 

The coaching session was a 
great opportunity to discuss my 
concerns about retiring in a safe 
environment.  I am now com-
pletely comfortable with my 
decision to retire in six months, 
after 34 years in the public 
sector!

Linda - Workforce Planning 
Manager WAPS

Bookings are essential

Please contact: 

Andrew Kikeros
Principal, LIFE TIME WISE
Tel: 08 9388 1513
Mob: 0419 705 860
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PROGRAMS AND SERVICES

Work, Time, Play and Other Four Letter Words (1-2 hours)

An introductory presentation for employees at all stages of their careers, with the following themes:  

• How paid work influences our lives
• Why purpose and meaning outside of paid work is crucial for good health

• How quality leisure creates wellness for today and tomorrow

• How to re-order Time - no matter how busy

Baby Boomer Retirement (Full day or two half days plus one-on-one coaching)  

A workshop for baby boomers (recently retired or facing retirement) with the following themes:  

• Impact of work identity on the four phases of retirement 

• Using paid work knowledge and skill legacy to advantage
• How quality, serious leisure replaces the intrinsic benefits of paid work 
• Healthy relationships in retirement

Overwhelmed and Under-leisured (Full day or two half days plus one-on-one coaching)  

Designed for those who are overwhelmed by their paid working lives, with the following themes:

• Why paid work can have such a strong hold on our identity 
• Overcoming busy-ness
• How quality leisure increases free time while improving productivity 
• How to re-order Time

Re-emerge from Redundancy (Full day or two half days plus one-on-one coaching)  

In today's world of paid work it is likely an employee will at some time, face an informed or unexpect-

ed exit. This program explores serious leisure as a means to help the individual:

• Regain and retain confidence while deciding their next step
• Temporarily replace the purpose, meaning and structure that paid work provided 
• Reduce the uncertainty around loss of regular income

• Identify the tacit knowledge they hold that will give them an edge in the job market

Current and Recent Clients 
LIFE TIME WISE provides past and current services to Landgate, WA 
Department of Commerce, Department of Sport and Recreation, 
ALCOA WA, Austral Bricks, Western Power. 
Please refer to the website for testimonials.


